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Abstract. A necessary and sufficient condition for cycling reductions to be recurrent is given. A 
one-step recurrent term is erm in A-/3-calculus whose one-step reductums are all reducible to 
the term. It is a weakened notion of minimal form or recurrent term in the A-/3-calculus. In this 
note, a one-step recurrent term which is not recurrent is shown. That term becomes a counter- 
example for a conjecture presented by Klop. By analysis of the reduction cycles of one-step 
recurrent terms, a necessary and sufficient condition for a one-step recurrent term to be recurrent 
is given. 
htrduction 
The reduction graph of a lambda term [1] is a directed graph which has one 
lambda term at each node. Each arc represents a one-step reduction from a term 
to another term. Thus, all the terms in the graph are reducible from the term. The 
structure of the reduction graph of lambda terms or terms in combinatory reduction 
systems has been studied in [ 1,6,7, lo]. When we use the lambda-calculus as a 
model of computation, given a term, we have to select an appropriate reduction 
path to reach the terminal node representing its computation result. The reduction 
strategies tell us which branch we should follow. Some useful strategies and non- 
existence of some strategies with special properties is shown in [ 1,2,9]. 
As an attempt o solve a well-known open problem [ 1,2] concerning the reduction 
strategy, Klop [6] defined some related notions and gave a conjecture. IFirst, we 
review his definitions. Two terms are said to be cyclicu~~y equivalent when they are 
reducible to each other. An equivalence class by this relation is called a plane, and 
every term in it is called a point. A term in a plane is called an exit when the term 
is one-step reducible to another term which is not reducible to any term in the plane. 
presented the following conjecture: rf Q 
rthe plane is an exit. 
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One of the authors of this note introduced the notion of orae-step recurrent term 
and gave a reformulation of the above conjecture [S]. A term is said to be recurrent 
if every term reducible from it is reducible to it [S]. A term is called one-step 
recurrent if the result of any one-step reduction of the term is reducible to the term. 
One-step recurrent erm is a weakened notion of recurrent erm. Recurrent erms 
are called minimal forms in [ 1,3]. Using the notion of recurrence, we can reformulate 
Klop’s conjecture as follows: Every one-step recurrent term is recurrent. In [S], the 
conjecture was proved for the one-step recurrent erm with at most two redexes, 
and some properties of one-step recurrent erms are studied. 
In this note, we solve the problem in negative form, i.e., we give a one-step 
recurrent erm which is not recurrent. And we examine the difference between a 
one-step recurrent erm and a recurrent erm. As a result of the analysis, we obtain 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a one-step recurrent erm to be recurrent. 
I. Onestep recurrent terms and recurrent terms 
In this section, we define the notions of one-step recurrent erms and recurrent 
terms. And we prove that the set of all recurrent erms is a proper subset of the set 
of all one-step recurrent erms. This is one of the main theorems of this paper. We 
state a fundamental lemma which we use through the discussion. 
First, we begin by explaining the notations and terminology, which are the usual 
ones in almost all cases. 
Weusetheletter M,M,, M2 ,..., Mi, N ,... for A-terms. The capital greek letters 
4 A ], . . . stand for redexes, 9 stands for the set of redexes of a term. We use the 
symbol = for identity (up to a-conversion) of terms. The set of all redexes in a 
term M is denoted by redex( M). We use + for one step reduction, and + for the 
reflexive transitive closure of 3. When there is a reduction M--n N we say that M 
is reducible to N or that N is reducible from M. If the reduction is a one-step 
reduction, we say that M is one-step reducible to N or that N is one-step reducible 
from M. When M = N the reduction is called a cyclic reduction of M. The lower 
case greek letters a, T, (rl , . . . stand for reductions. Given a sequence of reductions 
gi:Ni+Ni+l (i=O,l,..., k), the successive composition of ai’s is denoted by 
OlU2... o~:N~~N~~~~~-~N~~N~+,. If all Ni’s are the same term and all Ui’S 
are identical to o, then 0,~~ . . . ak is denoted by &. Given a reduction o : M + M’, 
a redex A in <M, a set 9 of redexes in M and a redex A’ in M’, A/o stands for the 
set of all residuals of A by the reduction g. S/o stands for the union of the sets 
Ai/u for all 3i E 95 If A’ is a residual of A by u, i.e., A’E A/u, we write A -aA’ 
or (A, M) -v (A’, M’). When A’ is not a residual of any redex in M, we say that 
g creates A’ (lnd write I+- A’. When there is no residual of A in M’, we say that u 
unrent erms are called minimal forms in [ 11. The notion of one-step recurrent 
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efiaition 1.1. A term A4 is recurrent iff every term reducible from A4 is red?ciblc 
to A4. A4 is one-step recurTent iff every term one-step reducible from A4 is reducible 
to M. 
The set of all recurrent erms and the set of all one-step recurrent erms are 
denoted by &, and A, respectively. Since any one-step reduction is a reduction, 
any recurrent erm is a one-step recurrent erm. However, the converse is not true 
in general. 
Theorem 1.2. The set of all one-step recurrent terms properly contains the set of all 
recurrent terms. 
Proof. Let M = XXYZ where X = Axyz.xxy(yz), Y = Axz.x(xz), Z = hz.II( Ik) and 
I = hx.x. The term M has three redexes 
o do: the leftmost redex, 
o A 1: the subterm II ‘in the left position in 2, and 
o AZ: the subterm II in the right position in 2. 
By reducing A0 and A,, we have a reduction 
M = XXYZ*XXY( YX)+XXY( Y(hz.IIz)). 
Since 
Y(Az.IIz)+Aw.(Az.IIz)((hxllz)w)~Aw.II(IIw) = 2, 
we have a reduction XXY2-n XXY( Y( AZ. IIz))+ XXYZ which erases A0 and A,. 
Even if we reduce A0 and A*, we have the (syntactically) same reduction. Thus, 
there are reductions which erase each redex in M. Therefore, M is one-step recurrent. 
Next, consider the term XXY(Az. Iz) which is obtained from M by reducing all 
the redexes do, Al and AZ. Any reduction of the term cannot duplicate I in Az.Iz 
and so does not produce a term which has the subterm II. Therefore, it is not 
reducible to II& Thus, M is not recurrent. 0 
Given a set 9 of redexes in M, a reduction M --no N is called a complete 
development of (M, 9) iff it erases all the residuals of 9 and all the redexes 
contracted through v are residuals of some redexes in Z The resulting term by any 
complete development of (M, 9) is unique, so we denote it by G&M). When 9 
is the set of a:1 redexcs in M$ we write it as G(M). 
Lemma 1.3. The following three conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) Iti is recurrent. 
(2) G(M) is reducible to M. 
(3) There is a cyclic reduction of M which erases all the redexes in 
Proof. The equivalencesf (lj-a&2) is proved l [3]. (2) * (3) is t 
is an easy conb!?quence of the PML (Parallel ves Lemma, see 
fact, since 7-O/9 =fl (by hypothesis, after Q has no residual of redexes in 
before CT), M’= M, so G(M) ,n”/Q (see Fig. I). Cl 
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2. CompJbility of redexes and admissible chss of redexes 
In this section, first the notion of compatibility of redexes in a term is defined. 
The notion is obtained by the analysis of the construction of cyclic reductions from 
some simple cycles. First we explain the intuitive idea of the analysis. 
If we want to show that a one-step recurrent term M is a recurrent one, we 
only have to construct a reduction clr : M-+ M which erases all the redexes in 
A4 by Lemma 1.3. Since MI is one-step recurrent, we have reductions 
U1,~2,***, ak : A#* M each of which erases a redex Ai in M So it would be natural 
to try to construct he reduction CT from Vi’s* The reduction Oi erases the redex Ai, 
however, the residuals of another redex Aj would 
(1) disappear, or 
(2) appear in one position, or 
(3) appear in two or more than two places. 
If ( 1) or (2) is true for all Oi’S, each reduction would decrease the number of 
residuals to be erased. Therefore, all redexes could be erased. However, if (3) is 
true for some reductions, an essential difficulty arises for the case in which Aj, 
Aj E Aj/ui and Aj, Ai E Ai/vj (see Fig. 2). Thus we cannot erase both Ai and Aj at 
the same time by this way. (In fact, the term given in Theorem 1.2 is such a term.) 
ion 2.1. Let A, and A2 be distinct redexes in M We write Al Z+ A2 ifl there is 
reduction CT: M-w M such that 
(a) A2~~ = 8, 
(b) A*,A2~A~~~. ’ 
A1 and A2 are inc~m~a?ible ff l > A2 and AZ) A,. Al and A2 are c~rn~a~ib~e ifI 
they are not incompatible. ~ is c~~~ff~j~Ze iff every two redexes in M are compatible. 
Let A be a Fedex in M, CT be a re~uc~jon Me M and k be the number of 
~fA~Aluif~~a~li~~ thenA/ok=O. 
as the correspo 
‘. So let it be denoted 
‘s are syntactically 
e same position in 
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Fig. 2. 
Suppose that A/ a“ + 0. Then Mk has a residual of (A, A&). Therefore, 
each AJi (i=O,l,..., k) has residual (Ai, Mi) which is a redex of A, and 
(Ai, Ad”) ~~4 (Ai+l, Mi+l) where do= A (see Fig. 3). 
At the first stage A&, since A g A/o, the redex (A,, Ml) is distinct from (do, A&). 
Now, assume that tl& redexes (do, Ad”), . . . , (Ai, Mi) are distinct in the ith stage 
Mi. Then at the (i+ 1)st stage, M,+l has i+ 1 redexes (A,, Mi+l), . . . , (Ai+, , M,+l) 
of which any two are distinct, because they are the residuals of distinct redexes in 
the previous stage. Moreover, they are not identical to (A,, Mi+l), because 
A E A/u’+~. Thus, Mi+I has i + 1 redexes. Therefore, M,+l has k redexes. A contradic- 
tion. Therefore, A E A/u’ for some i G k Cl 
Remark 2.3. In the definition of Al > A2, the existence of a reduction u : M- M is 
required such that 
(a) AZ/O = 0, 
(W 4,A2~ Ada= 
However, requirement (a) can be removed as follows. Suppose that u satisfies 
condition (b). Since A,, A2 E Al/a, we have A2 E A Jcr’ for all i. Therefore, A2 E A2/ai. 
Thus, we have A2/uk = $3 by Lemma 2.2, where k is the number of redexes in 
So the reduction uk satisfies both (a) and (b). There , all we have to show to 
prove Al > A2 is the existence of a reduction u : M +B which satisfies (b). 
In Theorem 1.2, we gave a term which has two incompatible redexes 
AZ, i.e., Al > A2 and A2 > Al. For that term, we have shown the impossibility of 
erasing both redexes by any cyclic reduction. 
Now we examine the reason why incompatible redexes can be erase 
cyclic reduction when the term is recurrent. nd we give a necessary an 
condition for a one-ste 
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Fig. 3. 
We define the equivalence relation - of redexes in a term inductively 
(2) A,>&, A+-4*4-&, 
(3) A,-A2,ApA3*A,-A3. 
Lb_99 is the equivalence relation generated by “incompatibility”. We call an 
equivalence class modulo “-” simply an equivalence class or a class. 
and A2 be redexes in a term M. If A1 -- AZ, then there is a 
--u M such that A+ At/u. 
on the definition of “-“. 
ty reduction as a; the 
there is a reduction such 
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Induction step (3): Suppose that A, - A2 and At - AI. By induction hypothesis, 
we have reductions aI and o2 such that A 1 d’lA2,42 w-2 A, . Therefore, A 1 ++“lc* AS. 
Put a=0102. cl 
Recall that given a reduction T : IV. + IV2 and a redex A2 in N2, we say that T 
creates A2 iff A2 e AJT for every redex A, E AlI, and we write 14 A2. 
Definition 2.6. An equivalence class 9 of redexes in a term M is admissible iff there 
is a redex A E S and a r - luction c : Ah+ M such that u creates A. 
Proposition 2.7. For each admissible quivalence class 9, there exist some reductions 
o.0, VI, . . . . a,, : M-w M, and the elements of 9 can be numbered such that 
(0 *={Ao,A*,.-.,A,), 
(2) a0 creates do, 
(3) Ai+l E Ai 1o.i for i ~0, 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Proof. Since 9 is admissible, there is a redex A0 E 9 and a reduction a,: M + M 
such that u. creates do. Let {A,, A 1, . . . , A,) be other redexes in 9? Since s is an 
equivalence class, we have Ai ) Ai+, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Then, by Proposition 2.5, 
there is a reduction ui : M * M such that Ai+* E Ai/oi. Cl 
We denote condition (2) and (3) of Proposition 2.7 by 
Lemma 2.8. Let S be a set of redexes in M, A be a redex in M, k be the number of 
redexes in M, and u, T be reductions M +P M. If F/ u = @ and T creates A, then (u# ” 
creates A and Sv (A)/(uT)~” = 8. 
Proof, Since 9/u = 0, we have !F/( (~7)~ = 0 for all i. Since 7 creates A, it follows 
that ((~7)~ creates A for all i. So it suffices to show that A/(uT)~” = 0. Since (07)~ 
creates A, A cannot be a residual of any redex by the reduction ( UT)~. Therefore, 
A E A/(uT)‘. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, we have A/(uT)~” =@. Cl 
be a set of redexes in and a; 
ri=O,l,..., n+l, 
,,)/ 8, = (8, where k is the 
. . . Ti+l)k+’ for i CO, 1, . . . , 
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f. By induction on n. 
Base step: n - 0. Lemma 2.9 is identical to Lemma 2.8 for 
Induction step: By induction hypothesis, SW {A,, A,, . . . , 
70--~~AA,dl Ti A . ..* i~Ai+l, 
it follows that TOT,.  . Tiri+l creates Ai+1 l Therefore, by Lemma 2.8, we have Su 
{A~,A~,...,A~,A~+~)/(~~~~~~...~~~~+~)k+1=~~ThUS,~u{A~,...,A~+,}/e~~~=~. q 
Lemma 2.10. For any admissible equivalence class 9 of redexes in M, there is a 
reduction u : M --)) M such that S/Q = 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, there exist some reductions ro, 7, , . . p , T, : M-n M and 
the elements of 9 are numbered such that 
(1) ~={Ao,4,...,4,3, 
(2) r. creates do, 
(3) Ai+, E Ai/Ti for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Let k be the number of redexes in M, flG = $l, ei+, = (6iror1. . . ri7i+l)k+1 for 
i=O,l,..., n - 1 and w = 8,,. Then we have s/a = 0 by Lemma 2.9. 0 
eorem 2.11. A one-step recurrent term 
the redexes of the term are admissible. 
is recurrent iff all the equivalence 
roof. (Only-if part): Let M be a recurrent term. Then there is a reduction 
(r : M ++ M’= M which erases all the redexes in M. Therefore M’ has no residual 
of the original term M. Thus, every redex in M’ is created by (+. Therefore, every 
equivalence class is admissible. 
(Ifpart): Let s,, !Fz,. . . , Sm be all the equivalence classes. By induction on 
i=l,2,..., m, we prove the existence of a reduction ci : M+ M such that 
ZF,W-• U tFi/Ui = 0. 
Base step: Since 9, is admissible, there is a reduction a, such that &/o, = 0 by 
Lemma 2.10. 
Induction step: By induction hypothesis there is a reduction ai : M -)) M such that 
9,W ’ ’ U Si/Ui = 0. Since $i+l is admissible, by Proposition 2.7 there are some 
reductions ro, T, , . . . , q: M* M and the elements of *i are numbered such that 
(1) %+1 = {do, 4 9 l l l 9 Al), 
(3) Aj+l~Aj/7 forj=O, l,..., I-1. 
ThenwecanapplyLemma2.9for~,~~~~u~~,A~,A~,...,A~,a~,7rJ,~,,~~~,~/, 
obtaining a reduction gi+l: M-n M such that 
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mark 2.12. In Theorem 1.2, as an example of a one-step recurrent erm which is 
not recurrent we constructed the following term where X= 
hxyz.xxy(yz), Y = hxz.x(xz), Z = hzJI( IIz) and I = hx.x. as three redexes 
do, A,, AZ. A0 is the leftmost redex. A 1 and A2 are in the subterm 2. The equivalence 
classes of the redexes of the term are {do) and {A,, AZ}. Since neither Al nor A2 
can be created by any cyclic reduction of M, the class {A,, A,} is not admissible. 
That is the reason why the term is not recurrent. 
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